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From statements to molecules

From classical logic to resource logic

NON CLASSICAL COMPUTATIONAL LOGIC
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ZSYNTAX
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Γ ⏐⎯ C

Linguistic case Biological case

Premises (Hypothesis): Γ

Inferential process

Conclusion (Thesis): C

Conjunction of 
statements

Classical logic

Statement

Aggregate of molecules

Biochemical reactions
(non classical logic)

Aggregate of molecules
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2 EXAMPLES
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Γ= (D-glucose, hexokinase, phosphoglucoisomerase, phosphofructokinase, ATP, ATP)

Theorem 1: 

Γ ⏐⎯ (fructose-1,6-phosphate)
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Theorem 2: 

(MDM2, p53) ⏐⎯

 

MDM2
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The three operators of our ZSYNTAX

1) Z-interaction (indicated by )
we denote by A B the type of molecules which results from the interaction 
of two types of molecules A and B.

p53 MDM2

2) Z-conjunction (indicated by &)
we denote by A&B&C&D the type of aggregate constitutes by the types of 
molecules A, B, C, D. 

(D-glucose & hexokinase & phosphoglucoisomerase & phosphofructokinase) 

3) Z-conditional (indicated by →)
we denote by A&C →B the fact that there is a transition path from an 
aggregate of type A&C to an aggregate of type B. 

(p53 & MDM2 ) → (p53 MDM2).
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The two kinds of valid formulas for ZSYNTAX

1) The empirically valid formulas (EVF). They represent singular reactions 
and their validity depends on the fact that the processes they describe are 
empirically corroborated. We can have EVFs representing 

(i) that two molecules interact, e.g.
p53 & MDM2 → p53 MDM2; 

(ii) that the interaction delivers certain products in a biochemical sense, e.g.
D-glucose-6-phosphate phosphoglucoisomerase → D-fructose-6-phosphate)

(iii) that the interaction allows the gene expression, e.g., 
p53 MDM2 → MDM2.  

2) The logically valid formulas. Their validity rests only on the definitions 
of the logical operators inside the language we have constructed. They give 
the rules to move from one EVF to another EVF
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1. If A then B

2. A

B

1. (p53 & MDM2) →

 

(p53 MDM2)

2. (p53 & MDM2)

(p53 MDM2)

1. A →B

2. A

B

Example of a logically valid formula:
(A→B & A) →

 

B

This can be expressed as the modus ponens rule:
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2 EXAMPLES 
OF

 DEMONSTRATION
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Γ= (D-glucose, hexokinase, phosphoglucoisomerase, phosphofructokinase, ATP, ATP)

Theorem 1: 

Γ ⏐⎯ (fructose-1,6-phosphate)
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Theorem 2: 

(MDM2, p53) ⏐⎯

 

MDM2
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Why should we use it?

1)

 

To formalize molecular biology

2)

 

To perform text mining

3)

 

To predict biological reactions and biological products
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TEXT MINING
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PREDICTION
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Abduction

Let us suppose that we know the final molecule of a biological process 
(call it B), but we do not know exactly
either 1) which is the initial aggregate (call it Γ), 
or 2) which are the right biological reactions leading from that initial 
aggregate to the final molecule. 

In this case the automated prover may indicate that something is 
missing: 
maybe 1) an additional molecule in the initial aggregate (that is, we 
should find a new molecule), 
maybe 2) an additional reaction (that is, we should find a new reaction).

But not only A well-constructed automated prover should be able to 
extract a range of alternative hypotheses concerning how to adjust the 
data and/or the reactions involved and, thus, to indicate us what should 
miss. 

At this point, we could go back to the lab and investigate the hypotheses 
which have been automatically generated by the computer.  
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Typically, in automated theorem proving, one starts from the 
conclusion B and looks back for the possible premises Γ. 

Reiterating this inverse process the automated prover constructs 
several possible paths. Going through all possible paths (and using 
suitable heuristics to prune the wrong ones), it eventually arrives at the 
right initial aggregate of molecules Γ.

“Human”

 

prover Automated prover

Γ

B

Γ

?         ?        ?        ?       ? 

B
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Are there competitors to ZSYNTAX?
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Zsyntax
 

and biological networks
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Theorem

Nec. Cond. (the unpacking side)
Given a biological network satisfying the condition C1, …, Cn, it 

can be rewritten as a conjunction of N Zsyntax

 

theorems

Suff. Cond. (the packing side)
Given a conjunction of N Zsyntax

 

theorems

 

satisfying the 
condition R1, …, Rm, it can be rewritten as a biological network 
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Is ZSYNTAX too simple 

to grasp biological complexity?
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• Informational content and context dependence
• Function and context dependance
• Post-translational modifications
• Allosteric modifications
• Different kinds of interactions
• Compartimentalisations
• Quantitative aspects
• Role of time

Z-conjunction: &i

Z-interaction: i

Z-conditional: →i
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The shift from plain formulas, such as A, B, C, etc., to labeled

 
formulas, such as A:x, B:y. C:z. etc. –

 

where x, y, z

 

are labeling 
strings, consisting of suitable variables, parameters or function 
symbols  -

 

greatly enhances the expressive power of Zsyntax

 
and is well-grounded in contemporary logic.

The basic idea is that of generalizing the inference rules to deal 
with labeled formulas in which the labels are used to specify 
any kind of additional information concerning the entities to 
which the formulas refer. 

Then, the purely logical mechanism is integrated with a 
labeling algebra

 

specifying the way in which the values of the 
parameters should be propagated by each application of the 
rule.
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The labels

 

are strings of suitable 
variables, parameters or function symbols. 

For example, EVF’s

 

can be replaced by more precise 
empirically valid rules

 

such as:

A:[x,t0

 

]            B[y,t0

 

] 
---------------------------

A B:[g(x,y),t]

so that, in this specific case, the corresponding instance of  
the (logically valid) rule of MP would take the form:

A →

 

A B:[y,t0]            A:[x,t0]
---------------------------------------

A B:[g(x,y), t]

The logical content is 
expressed by  the 
formulas.

The empirical 
content is expressed 
by the labels.
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C1 :[z1],...,Cn :[zn ], A :[x]{ }

B :[h(z1,...,zn,x)]

A→
h

B :[z1,...,zn]

A→
h

B : [x] A : [y]

B : [h(x,y)]

The general format of the labeled rules is as follows:

The assumption 
in curly 
brackets is 
“discharged”

h

 

is a function 
that depends 
on the the path 
from A to B 
(given C1

 

,,...,Cn

 

)

This

 

intelim

 

rules

 

are “harmonic”

 

(in the proof-theoretical

 sense): the elimination

 

rule

 

can be

 

“justified”

 

on the basis

 of

 

the introduction

 

rule.
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Theorem
TP53[a,t0 ] & MDM2[b, t0 ] & U[c, t0 ] & P[d, t0 ] ├

 

d(TP53)[e, tf ]

Demonstration
1. MDM2[a, t0 ] & TP53[b, t0 ] →

 

MDM2 TP53[l, t1]
2. (MDM2 TP53) [l, t1] & U[c, t1] → (MDM2 TP53) U[m, t2]
3. (MDM2 TP53) U[m, t2]→ MDM2[n, t3] & (TP53 U) [o, t3]
4. (TP53 U) [o, t3] & P[p, t3] → (TP53 U) P[q, t4]
5. (TP53 U) P[q, t4] → d(TP53) [e, tf] & U[u, tf] & P[v, tf]
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The research programme

Future steps:

1)

 

elaborating the correct formal framework for 
Zsyntax

1)

 

constructing the right algorithm and software to 
implement our logic in a computer (both for text 
mining and for prediction)

2)

 

showing the foundational relevance of the language

3)

 

joining the logical language and the differential 
equations of molecular biology
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